
The Gauss method for the determination of an orbit through three observations.

4 Lecture notes for the Mechanics course: G.Gallavotti, fall 1988.

This appendix contains a series of guided problems on the two body central motion which is taken from
the Gauss’ treatise on the motion of heavenly bodies gravitating about the Sun in conic sections (1804).

1) (Earth motions) the Earth is assumed spherical and its rotation axis has a conical precession motion
around the axis N celestial north, perpendicular to the Earth orbital plane !, ecliptic. The two rotations
take place at angular velocities, respectively, "D and "p. The velocities are called the diurnal rotation and
the precessional rotation. The second is very slow for the following qualitative reasons which could be made
quantitative at least as far as the orders of magnitude are concerned and even as far as the actual theoretical
computation of the first order corrections.

Show that if the Earth was really a perfect sphere then one would expect that the Earth axis would stay
fixed in orientation (hint: in a frame of reference with center at the Earth center and axes fixed with the
fixed stars the moment of the forces exercised by the Sun and by the Moon would vanish by symmetry and
so would the moment of the inertial forces. Hence the motion would be that of a sphere with fixed center
and no external forces: i.e. the axis would be fixed and no precession would be present).

Show also that if the Earth had cylindrical symmetry around its axis and one still neglected the forces
exercised by the Sun and the Moon, then one would expect it to have a uniform rotation around its axis which
in turn would rotate at constant angular velocity around a fixed axis (oriented as the angular momentum),
keeping a constant angle with it.

2) (further consideartions on the Earth spin motion) the following heuristic considerations are useful
to keep in mind, even though strictly speaking, they are not specifically part of the problem of the orbit
determination but rather pertain to the general problem of fixing the reference frames.

Since the Earth angular velocity and angular momenta can be taken as essentially parallel this movement
would simply cause the inclination of the Earth axis as well as the intersection between the ecliptic and
the plane orthogonal to the Earth axis to have a small motion around their average values: it could not be
responsible for the precession motion. At best it could account for a small motion of the rotation axis around
its average position. The precession is therefore caused by the action of the forces due to the Sun and Moon
and to the non spherical symmetry of the Earth, and to the non circularity of the Earth and Moon orbits
(causing further variations of the forces exercised by the Sun and Moon).

If the forces due to the Sun and to the Moon and to the inertial forces were constant in time in the frame
of reference with center at the Earth and x-axis pointing at the Sun (which they are not because the distance
and relative positions of the bodies change periodically in time, to a first approximation) then the Earth
motion would be that of a top subject to a constant torque moment trying to put the Earth equatorial plane
on the ecliptic plane, where the Sun and Moon can be thought to be (again to a first approximation). Hence,
as it follows from the theory of the spinning top, the Earth axis rotates around the N axis (because the
variations of the angular velocity have to rotate around the axis such that if the body was oriented parallel
to it then the momemnt of the forces would vanish, which in our case is N since the Earth is compressed at
the poles).

However in the theory of the top it emerges that the speed of rotation is not uniform: it follows in fact
that it periodically changes with time. Hence the motion is only to a first approximation uniform and the
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actual motion consists of the above rotation-precession plus a nutation motion which causes the precession
speed to be altered and the inclination to oscillate quasi periodically around a mean value. All the above
corrections can be given explicit theoretical values by using the theory of perturbation of integrable motions
in the assumption that the motions of the Sun and of the Moon are essentially known and given by the
Kepler’s laws: this is called the principal correction.

Again this may not be satisfactory and one could introduce further refinements. We do not enter here
into the details of such calculations and we summarize the above discussion by saying that one can compile,
on theoretical grounds tables which allow to determine as a fuction of time the positions of the Earth axis
and that of the intersection of the Earth equatorial plane and the ecliptic plane. The data given below are
deduced from such tables, called the Astronomical Ephemeris tables.

3) (zenithal frame) if O is an astronomical observatory the local system of coordinates will have the origin
in O and z-axis pointing upwards vertically (along a plomb line), i.e. towards the zenith Z. The x-axis will
be the horizon axis !, determined by the tangent to the Earth in the plane µ of the z-axis and the terrestrial
axis or north axis; the orientation of the !-axis will be towards south. The plane µ containing the zenith
axis and the north axis will be called the meridian plane. Draw a graphical representation of the above
frame.

4) (equatorial frame) in this frame one takes the origin to be the Earth center T the z-axis to be the
axis N of the Earth’s rotation oriented towards north. The plane ZN cuts the plane ortogonal to the N

axis (called the equatorial plane) along a line called the equator line which is taken to be the x-axis of the
equatorial frame.

Thus the equatorial frame and the zenithal frame are fixed relative to each other. Check that the angle
#O between the equator and the zenith is what is commonly called the latitude of the observatory and draw
a graphical representation of the zenithal and equatorial frames.

5) (geocentric frame) in this frame the origin is the Earth center T but the xy plane is the ecliptic plane
(see 1)). The z axis points to the celestial north N and the x-axis will be parallel to the intersection between
the equatorial plane and the ecliptic plane !. The orientation of the axis is towards the Aries constellation,
the " point, (in fact this axis goes roughly through the Spring and Autumn noon positions of the Sun,
i.e. through Aries and ???).

When the Sun crosses this axis one has the equinox, respectively the Spring or Autumn equinoxes. The
x axis is called the equinox axis and is denoted by ". The angle between the axes N and N axes is the
inclination angle i0 of the Earth axis. Therefore the " axis is not fixed in direction but rotates around the
N axis with angular velocity "p.

Find a graphical representation for the equatorial and the geocentric frames.
6) (heliocentric frame) this is an inertial frame: its origin is at the center of mass of the solar system

(which we confuse here with the center of the Sun for simplicity). The z axis is orthogonal to the ecliptic
and paralle to the N axis previously introduced. Thus the xy plane is the ecliptic plane !. The x axis will
be parallel to the equinox axis ".

Knowing that the Earth motion on the ecliptic is a counterclockwise rotation, as seen standing up on the
northern emisphere, check that when the Earth crosses the positive "-axis it is the Autumn equinox and that
the N axis is obtained from the N axis by a clockwise rotation of an angle equal to the Earth inclination
angle i0 (hint: because the Sun is in Aries in Spring and because Winter comes after Autumn).

Find a graphical representation of the heliocentric and of the geocentric frames and mark the point where
the Earth would be at the Autumn or Spring equinox and the " point.

7) (precession and nutation) since the " point moves because of the precession one fixes the x axis of
the heliocentric and geocentric systems to be the above axes in the positions in which they were at a given
time called the epoch E of the time measurments, which is taken as the origin of the time. At any other
time t the position of the " axis will form an angle "p(t !E) with the x axis of the heliocentric system. To
distinguish between the two lines one calls the actual intersection between the equator and the ecliptic the
apparent equinox line, denoted "app.
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The "-point and inclination i0 in fact change in time also because of the nutation and we assume for
the purposes of this illustration of Gauss method that this change can be desumed from the astronomical
ephemeris tables to be equivalent to replacing $p by $p + $n and "o by "n.

8) (observations) by observation of a celestial body one means the recording of the time t at which it
crosses the meridian plane and of the angle # above the horizon on which it is seen at the moment of the
crossing. Sometimes one records instead of # the anngle #E at which it is seen. Of course the relation between
the two data is simply: #E = # + #O ! %/2. The angles # and #E are the heights above the horizon or above
the equator. Show that one expects to have to make three observations to determine the orbit of the planet
(hint: the system has three degrees of freedom, i.e. six parameters).

9) (apparent positions) call &RT the vector leading from S to T , &RO the vector from T to O and &Ba the
unit vector pointing in the apparent position of the body. In the zenithal frame it is &Ba = (cos #, 0, sin #).
Introduce the matrices:

V1(') =

!

"
1 0 0
0cos'! sin'
0sin' cos'

#

$ V2(') =

!

"
cos' 0sin'

0 1 0
! sin'0cos'

#

$ V1(') =

!

"
cos'! sin'0
sin' cos' 0

0 0 1

#

$ (Q.1)

and the vectors
&n1 = (1, 0, 0),&n2 = (0, 1, 0),&n3 = (0, 0, 1)

check that the matrices V1, V2, V3 rotate the whole world counterclockwise by an angle ' around the axes
1, 2, 3.

We call $T the angle between T and the "app-line; the angle of inclination of the Earth axis will be i0.
Because of the mentioned the precession and nutation the angle i between the N axis and the N axis is
somewhat di#erent from i0. Also the longitude angle between T and the fixed " line is $T + $p + $n (see 7)
above). Let R be the Earth radius.

Show that:

&RT =DT V3($T + $p + $n)&n1

&RO =RV3($p + $n)V1(!i)V3($O)V2(
%

2
! #O)&n3

&Ba =V3($p + $n)V1(!i)V3(
%

2
! #O +

%

2
! #)&n3

(Q.2)

Setting &A = &RT + &RO, &Xa = &A + ( &Ba where ( is the distance between the the heavenly body C and the
observatoty O, we see that the vector &A consists of two terms of di#erent order of magnitude (because
R/DT << 1): the first is the heliocentric placeof the Earth and the second is the parallax correction. The
vector &Ba is the apparent heliocentric place of the heavenly body and ( is of course unknown.

10) (fixed stars aberration) this is a further correction that bears this name because it has to be considered
even when one observes a fixed star. It is due to the finitness of the light speed c. By the composition law of
the classical velocity we see that if c &B is the light velocity in the heliocentric frame and c! &B! is the velocity
in the zenith frame and if &v is the velocity of the observatory, then:

c &B = c! &Ba + &v (Q.3)

Show that if one neglects corrections of order (v/c)2 then one can write:

&B = &Ba| &B ! &v
c
| + &v

c
# &Ba(1 !

&Ba · &v
c

) +
&v

c
(Q.4)
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There is no need to use the relativistic velocity composition law as it leads to corrections of order O((v/c)2)
which have anyway been neglected in deducing the last equation.

11) (computation of fixed stars aberrations) if "T is the diurnal Earth period show that the velocity of
the observatory can be written:

&vO = "T R cos #O V3($p + $n)V1(!i)V3($O)&n2 (Q.5)

Show also that &vT can be computed from the fact that the Earth motion is keplerian in terms of the vector
&RT , which in the heliocentric frame has polar coordinates DT , $T + $n + $p, by:

&vT = ḊT

&RT

DT
+ DT )̇

&n3 $ &RT

DT
(Q.6)

Using (4.10.11),(4.10.12),(4.10.18), i.e. the fact that the areas constant is A = 2%RgRm/T where T is the
Earth revolution period and Rg, Rm are the geat axis of the Earth orbith and the minor axis, show that:

Ḋ = ± 2%RgRm

T

%& 1
R"

! 1
DT

)(
1

DT
! 1

R+

'(1/2

DT )̇ =
2%RgRm

T

1
DT

(Q.7)

where R+, R" denote the perihelion and afelion distances in the Earth orbit, i.e. R± = Rg(1 ± e) if e is the
Earth orbit eccentricity.

Setting D̄ = Dt
Rg

we find after some algebra:

&vT = ±2%(1 ! e2)1/2

T

&
(

1
1 ! e

! 1
D̄

)(
1
D̄

! 1
1 + e

)
'1/2 &RT

D̄
+

1
D̄

&n3 $ &RT

DT
(Q.8)

The sign to choose in (Q.8) is ! for observations between roughly the summer solstice and the winter solsice
and + in the other period (as in this epoch the perihelion is early in january a few days after the winter
solstice).

The calculation of the fixed stars aberrations needs not be computed if one has astronomical tables
containing in some form its value, for the observatory of interest.

11) (time aberrations) If &A + ( &B is the heliocentric position calculated as above as a function of the
unknown distance ( between the Earth and the heavenly body, and a s observed at the time t one has to
think that in fact it provides us with the position really occupied bu the heavenly body at the time t! (/c,
since the speed of light is finite.

Furthermore sometimes the astronomical tables give the geocentric position of the Sun rather than the
heliocentric position of the Earth: in this case some obvious changes have to be made to the above formulae
and one has to add the further correction on the time of the observation obtained by reading in the tables
the data relative to the times t + ts if ts is the time necessary to the light to travel from the Sun to the
Earth, i.e. 500s or % 8m. In prctice this means that one has to change the Earth longitude $T into $T + $̃ if
$̃ is the arc described by the Earth in the time ts: this would be constant if the Earth had a circular orbit,
but it varies in a way that can be desumed from the tables around a mean value of 20.25s, with oscillations
between !0.34s (at the perihelion) and +0.34s (at the aphelion).
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12) (planetary aberrations) the Earth ecliptic plane (as one should by now suspect) is in fact also not fixed
in space, mainly because of the perturbations caused by the Jupiter attraction, and the Earth is not exactly
on the ecliptic plane, mainly because of the Moon (in fact, it is the center of mass of the Earth-Moon system
which is really moving and defining the ecliptic plane): hence the Sun has an apparent latitude !*: this
small quantity is directly mesurable (for the main Moon contribution) or is accessible to theoretical analysis
and can be found in the tables. One can take it into account (neglecting terms of O(*2)) simply correcting
the expression for the vector &A by adding to it a vector +*DT +3.

13) (summary of the heliocentric coordinates calculations) a heavenly body C observed on the meridian
with height above the equator #E at a time t is the sum of two vectors &A and ( &B whose cartesian components
components in a heliocentric system can be computed, via the astronomical tables which provide the orbital
data for the Earth. the aberrations etc. In terms of the symbols introduced in the previous problems one
finds:

&A =DT V3($T + $p + $n)&n1 + RV3($p + $n)V1(!i)V3($O)v2(!#O)&n1 + *DT&n3

&Ba =V3($p + $n)V1(!i)V3($O)V2(!#e)&n1

&B =&Ba(1 ! &vT · &Ba

c
) +
&vT + &vO

c

(Q.9)

The ( coordinate is not measurable directly: it will be our main problem to show that it can be computed
from the data.

Compute &A, &B from the following table providing the data of the asteroid Juno (observed at Greenwich
on october 5, 17, 27 1904; the data (taken from the book of Gauss) are referred to the epoch E =1 january
1805):

t #E $T $p i ! i0

5d10h51m6s !6o40p8s 12o28p53.72s 11.87s 59.48s

17d9h58m10s !8o47p25s 24o20p21.54s 10.23s 59.26s

27d9h16m41s !10o2p28s 34o16p52.21s 8.86s 59.06s

$O DT * $n

357o10p22.35s 0.9988899 0.49s !15.43s

355o43p45.30s 0.9953968 !0.79s !15.41s

355o11p10.95s 0.9928340 0.15s !15.60s

and:

R = 4.1683397& 10"5 e = 0.016729 #O = 51o28p39s

i0 = 23o27p c = 2.0039603& 10"3au/s TD = 23h56m4.1s

Rg = 1.496 & 108 km T = 3.15582048& 107s

where DT and R are in astronomical units and TD is the period of rotation of the Earth, (use a computer
to write a program producing the cartesian components of &A and &B).

14) (planarity condition) let &Ai, &Bi, &Xi, i = 1, 2, 3 be the vectors describing aberration free heliocentric
coordinates of a heavenly body gravitating around the Sun according to the keplerian laws. Then &X1, &X2, &X3
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are on the same plane. Show that this implies:

( &X1 $ &X2 · &,) &X3 + ( &X2 $ &X3 · &,) &X1 + ( &X3 $ &X1 · &,) &X2 = &0 (Q.10)

where &, denotes the unit vector orthogonal to the plane &X1, &X2, &X3 (hint: remark that there exist ',* such
that &X3 = ' &X1 + * &X2 and substitute in (Q.14)).

If one introduces the oriented areas npq/2 of the triangles Spq, p, q = 1, 2, 3 formed by joining S, p, q, show
that (Q.14) becomes:

n12
&X3 + n23

&X1 ! n13
&X2 = &0 (Q.11)

because of the geometrical meaning of &Xp $ &Xq · &,.
15) (distance and area relations) show that (Q.11) implies:

a(1 = ! ( &B2 $ &B3 · &A1) +
n13

n23
( &B2 $ &B3 · &A2) !

n12

n23
( &B2 $ &B3 · &A3)

a(2 = ! n23

n13
( &B1 $ &B3 · &A1) + ( &B1 $ &B3 · &A2) !

n12

n13
( &B1 $ &B3 · &A3)

a(3 = ! n23

n12
( &B1 $ &B2 · &A1) +

n13

n12
( &B1 $ &B2 · &A2) ! ( &B1 $ &B2 · &A3)

(Q.12)

where a = ( &B1 $ &B2) · &B3).
16) (other distance areas relations) an alternative set of relations. which will be useful is found my

multypliyng the first of the (Q.11) vectorially by &B3 (thus eliminating the explicit dependence on (3 and
then scalarly by &B1 $ &B3 (so that in the same sense one eliminates (3). Show that in this way one finds:

( &B1 $ &B3)2(1 = ! n12

n23
( &A3 $ &B3) · ( &B1 $ &B3) ! ( &A1 $ &B3) · ( &B1 $ &B3)+

+
n13

n23
( &A2 $ &B3) · ( &B1 $ &B3) +

n13

n23
(2( &B2 $ &B3) · ( &B1 $ &B3)+

( &B1 $ &B3)2(3 =( &A3 $ &B1) · ( &B1 $ &B3) +
n13

n12
( &A1 $ &B1) · ( &B1 $ &B3)!

! n13

n12
( &A2 $ &B1) · ( &B1 $ &B3) !

n13

n12
(2( &B2 $ &B1) · ( &B1 $ &B3)+

(Q.13)

17) (computation of relevant constants) with reference to the above two problems write a program for the
computation of the following constants:

a =( &B1 $ &B2) · &B3 b = ( &B1 $ &B3) · &A2

c = ! ( &B1 $ &B3) · &A1 d = !( &B1 $ &B3) · &A3

-0 =( &B1 $ &B3)2

-1 = ! ( &A3 $ &B3) · ( &B1 $ &B3) -2 = !( &A1 $ &B3) · ( &B1 $ &B3)

-3 =( &A2 $ &B3) · ( &B1 $ &B3) -4 = ( &B2 $ &B3) · ( &B1 $ &B3)

-5 =( &A3 $ &B1) · ( &B1 $ &B3) -6 = ( &A1 $ &B1) · ( &B1 $ &B3)

-7 = ! ( &A2 $ &B1) · ( &B1 $ &B3) -8 = !( &B2 $ &B1) · ( &B1 $ &B3)

(Q.14)
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and show that the second of (Q.12) and (Q.13) become:

a(2 =b + c
n23

n13
+ d

n12

n13

-0(1 =-1
n12

n23
+ -2 +

n13

n23
(-3 + (2-4)

-0(3 =-5 +
n23

n12
-6 +

n13

n12
(-7 + (2-8)

(Q.15)

18) orders of magnitude suppose that the angles between &Bi, &Bj are small and so are the angles between
&Ai, &Aj , let ! be their order of magnitude. Show that the coe$cients in the preceding problem have the
following orders of magnitude in terms of !:

a = O(!3) b = O(!) c = O(!) d = O(!)
-0 = O(!2)
-1 = O(!) -2 = O(!) -3 = O(!) -4 = O(!2)
-5 = O(!) -6 = O(!) -7 = O(!) -8 = O(!2)

(Q.16)

(hint: to see that a = O(!3) note that the volume of the parallelepiped generated by three vectors forming
an angle O(!) between each other is in general of O(!2); however if &A1 = &A2 = &A3 it would be a = 0, because
then the &B’s would be in the same plane. Hence the reason why the &B’s are not on the same plane is because
the &A’s are not identical; but the &A and &B vary smoothly and the &A’s too form between each other angles
of O(!)...).

19) (necessary accuracy ) if ti, i = 1, 2, 3 are the observation times let tpq = tq ! tp and show that the
Kepler laws imply:

npq

nrs
=

tpq

trs
+ O(!2) (Q.17)

if ! has the meaning of the previous problem. (hint: the third Kepler’s law gives proportionality between
the signed area of the elliptic sector swept by C in the time tpq and the area of the sector di#ers from that
of the triangles by O(!2)).

Show that if one neglects O(!2) and npq/nrs is replaced by tpq/trs (which is directly accessible from the
measurments) in (Q.17) then one makes an error on (2, for instance, of O(1)! hence we see that we have to
find a better way to start an approximation.

20) (how well should (2 be known) show that if (2 were known to O(!) then the second and third of
(Q.15) would permit us to evaluate (1, (3 also to an error of O(!) even using the approximation in which one
makes an error of order O(!2) in the ratio’s npq/nrs, (for instance replacing it by tpq/trs; (hint: this follows
immediately from the estimates in 18)).

Therefore one has to look for an approximation of (2 within O(!).
21) (Gauss lemma) introduce the ratios zpq between the double of the area of the elliptic sector swept by

C between the times tp, tq and the quantities npq introduced in 19) above. As already remarked such ratios
di#er from 1 by O(!2) and furthermore the ratios zpqnpq/tpq are constant in p, q.

Consider the first expression for (2 in (Q.15) and show that if one replaces it with :

a(2 = b +
ct23 + dt12
t23 + t12

n23 + n12

n13
(Q.18)
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one makes an error on (2 of order o(!), rather than o(1) (as one could believe on first thought on the basis
of an argument similar to the one suggested in 18), until one remarled that:

ct23 + dt12
t23 + t12

! cn23 + dn12

n23 + n12
=

t12t23(c ! d)(z12 ! z23)
(t23 + t12)(z12t23 + z23t12)

(Q.19)

and that the denominator has size O(!2) while the numerator has size O(!4)(c ! d) and, furthermore, that
although c, d have size of O(!) their di#erence has size O(!2) because c ! d = !( &B2 ! &B3) · ( &A1 ! &A3).

22) (gauss (2 equation) let , = 2%R3/2
g /T , where Rg is the great semiaxis of any major planet orbiting

the Sun and T is the corresponding period: it follows from (4.10.7) that ,2 is the product of the sun mass
times the universal gravitational constant. It follows from the theory of the two body problem, as remarked
by Gauss that the following basic relation between npq, zpq, rq = | &Xq| and the angles at S of the triangles
Spq vith vertices in the Sun and the C positions at the tines of the correspondig observations:

n23 + n12

n13
= 1 +

,t12,t23
2z12z23r1r2r3 cos f12 cos f23 cos f13

(Q.20)

A guide to the derivation of the above relation is provided in the follwing problem 23). Approximating z

and the cosines with 1 and identifying r1, r2, r3 show that one finds:

a(2 = b +
ct23 + dt12
t23 + t12

&
1 +

,t12,t13
2r3

2

'
(Q.21)

which is an equation for the unknown (2, because: tpq are known and r2 = | &A2 + (2 &B2| = ( &A2
2 + (22 +2(2 &A2 ·

&B2)1/2. We neglect here the time aberrations which will be corrected only at the end.
Usually (Q.21) admits only one acceptable solution (show, however that it can be rationalized and becomes

an equation of deight degree). Show that it determines (2 to O(!) (hint: the zpq and the cosines di#er from
1 by O(!2) and the rq di#er between each other by O(!); furthermore c, d,,tpq have size of O(!) and
a = (!3) . . .). Write a computer progam to solve the equation (Q.21) and find its positive solutions.

23) (digression on the two body problem to prove (Q.20) rewrite (4.10.6) in the form:

r =
p

1 ! e cos)
(Q.22)

where p is the parameter of the eelipse and e is its eccentricity. Then deduce that:

p =
2(+("
(+ + ("

e =
(+ ! ("
(+ + ("

a =
(+ + ("

2
b =

'
(+("

(± = a(1 ± e) b = a
)

1 ! e2 p =
b2

a

(Q.23)

where we are denoting: a = major semiaxis of the ellipse, b = minor semiaxis.
If we call )1,)2,)3 the three angles that &X1, &X2, &X3 form with respect to a given line drawn on their

plane (eg with respect to the ascending node with the ecliptic plane oriented parallel to &n3 $ ( &X1 $ &X3) ,
and if g denotes the angle between the same reference line and the major semiaxis of the ellipti orbit of the
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heavenly body, then the true anomalies of the three positions will be *1 = )1 ! g,*2 ! g,*3 ! g and it will
be:

pr"1 =(1 ! e cos*1)

pr"2 =(1 ! e cos*2)

pr"3 =(1 ! e cos*3)

(Q.24)

Note that with the notations of 22) it is

*3 ! *2 = )3 ! )2 = 2f23,*3 ! *1 = )3 ! )1 = 2f13,*2 ! *1 = )2 ! )1 = 2f12

and check that:
zrsnrs

,trs
=

'
p (Q.25)

furthermore, since npq = rprq sin 2fpq, it is:

p =
sin 2f23 + sin 2f12 ! sin 2f13

r"1
1 sin 2f23 + r"1

2 sin 2f12 ! r"1
3 sin 2f13

=
4 sin f23 sin f13 sin f12r1r2r3

n23 + n12 ! n13
(Q.26)

and deduce from (Q.26),(Q.25) that (Q.20) holds (hint: check first the (Q.26) by remarking that, by
the second Kepler law, the ratio between the area of the elliptic sector Srs and the area of the ellipse,
i.e. zrsnrs/2%ab coincides with the ratio between the time needed to sweep the sector and the heavenly body
period, i.e. trs/2%a3/2/, by the (4.10.7); hence (Q.25) and (Q.24) immediately imply (Q.26)). Then to get
(Q.20) one combines (Q.25),(Q.26), getting:

p =
z23z12n23n12

,t23,t12
=

4 sin f23 sin f13 sin f12r1r2r3

n23 + n12 ! n13
=

=
sin 2f23 sin 2f12 sin 2f13r1r2r3

2(n23 + n12 ! n13) cos f23 cos f12 cos f13

(Q.27)

i.e. :

n23 + n12 ! n13 =
,t23,t12

z23z12n23n12

sin 2f23 sin 2f12 sin 2f13r2
1r

2
2r

2
3

cos f23 cos f12 cos f13r1r2r3
=

( ,t23,t12n13

2z12z13 cos f23 cos f12 cos f13r1r2r3

(Q.28)

because npq = rprq sin 2fpq).
24)(summary of above) the preceding problems permit us to compute a first approximation (0i alle distanze

(i up to errors of order O(!), if ! is an estimate of the size of the angles between the vectors &Ai or the vectors
&Bi. Hence we have a first approximation &X0

i for the vectors &Xi. It is useful to summarize the above procedure
as follows.

The value of (02 is found by solving the equation:

a(2 = b +
ct23 + dt12
t23 + t12

&
1 +

Q̄

2r3
2

'
(Q.29)
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where Q̄ = ,t23,t12, determining (2 to O(!), (see problem 22). Set also P̄ = t13/t23 and:

W̄ = P̄ (1 +
Q̄

2r3
2

! 1
P̄

) (Q.30)

then one realizes that P̄ , W̄ are approximations to n13/n23 and n12/n23 to order O(!2). In fact this has been
seen in (Q.17) for P̄ , and W̄ di#ers from n12/n23 because, (see (Q.20)), (1+ Q̄/2r3

2) is not (n12 +n23)/n13 =
1 + Q̄/(2r1r2r3z12z23 cos f12 cos f13 cos f23 nor 1/P̄ is n23/n13, but the latter two quantities di#er from the
preceding ones respectively to O(!)Q̄ and !2) (see the hint to problem 22) and the equation (Q.17)) and Q̄

is of O(!2))
Hence by problem 20) it is possible to find (1, (3 within O(!) by using the last two relations in (Q.15):

-0(1 =-1W̄ + -2 + (-3 + -4(2)P̄

-0(3 =-5 + -0W̄"1 + (-7 + -8(2)P̄ W̄"1
(Q.31)

25)(elliptic elements) at this point we can compute five parameters (i0,$0, g0, e0, p0) needed to determine
the keplerian orbit of the heavenly body using the information that is an ellipse with focus in the Sun S

passing through the three points determined by the vectors &X0
i : this will be the first approximation to the

elements of the celestial body. We omit the superscipt 0 in what follows to simplify the notations. The five
elements are:
i inclination of the orbit plane over the ecliptic
$ longitude of the ascending node between the orbit and the ecliptic
g angle between the orbit major axis oriented towards the aphelion and the ascending node
e orbit eccentricity
p ellipse parameter

Denoting &m the versor of &X0
1 $ &X0

3 and with &m! that of &n3 $ &m it is clear that &m is normal to the orbit
plane (by construction the &X0

i have been constructed to verify approximately the (Q.11), hence to be almost
on the same plane) while &m! is the ascending node between the orbit plane and the ecliptic.

Let )1,)2,)3 be the angles formed, respectively, by &X0
1 , &X0

2 , &X0
3 with the ascending node &m!: they are

the angluar polar coordinates of the three approximate positions in orbit, measured on the orbit plane with
respect to the ascending node. Let ri = | &Xi| and chech the following relations:

cos i = &n3 · &m cos$ = &n1 · &m! sin$ = &n2 · &m! (Q.32)

and:

tan(g) = ! r"1
1 (cos)2 ! cos)3) + r"1

2 (cos)3 ! cos)1) + r"1
3 (cos)1 ! cos)2)

r"1
1 (sin)2 ! sin)3) + r"1

2 (sin)3 ! sin)1) + r"1
3 (sin)1 ! sin)2)

e =
r"1
1 ! r"1

3

r"1
1 cos()3 ! g) ! r"1

3 cos()1 ! g)

p =
cos()3 ! g) ! cos()1 ! g)

r"1
1 cos()3 ! g) ! r"1

3 cos()1 ! g)

(Q.33)

where the ambiguity on the g, defined up to %, is to be solved by imposing that the eccentricity e be positive;
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alternatively one can express p via (Q.26), etc. (hint: use the (Q.24) in the form:

r"1
1 =p"1 ! ep"1 cos()1 ! g)

r"1
2 =p"1 ! ep"1 cos()2 ! g)

r"1
3 =p"1 ! ep"1 cos()3 ! g)

(Q.34)

The tangent of g is found by multiplying the (Q.34) respectively by (cos)2 ! cos)3), cos)3 ! cos)1) and
cos)1!cos)2) and adding the resulting equations side by side: the term with p"1 disappears and, developing
the cos()i!g) via the addition formulae the terms with cos g also simplify. Repeat the scheme by multiplying
by (sin)2 ! sin)3), etc: this time the terms with p"1 and sin g disappear; dividing the two relations thus
obtained one finds the first of the (Q.33). Once g is known one finds p"1 and ep"1 from the first and third
of the (Q.24), for instance, and one gets the last two of (Q.33). One could find other essentially equivalent
expressions: for instance p can be determined also via the (Q.26); (they would be really identical if the there
had been no approximations)).

Write a computer program for the calculation of the five elements defined above.
26) (consistency problems) express in terms of &X0

i , i = 1, 2, 3 the value that the ratios z0
pq between the

areas of the elliptic sectors Spq and the corresponding triangles take in the ellipse constructed in problem
24), assuming that the celestial body moves on it according to the Kepler laws and following the hints given
below.

Let a, b, p be the major, minor axes of the ellipse and the parameter; if rq ,)q are defined as in problem
24), introduce the quantities *q, .q, lq as follows:

*q = )q ! g rq = p(1 ! e cos*q)"1 = a(1 + e cos .q) (Q.35)

The above quantities are called true anommaly, it is the olar coordinate of &X0
q with respect to the major

semiaxis), eccentric anomaly and mean anomaly of &X0
q . Check that:

zo
pq =

ab(lq ! lp)
rprq sin()q ! )p)

(Q.36)

(hint: the average anomaly l is independently defined as the product od 2%/T , T being the orbital period of
the celestial body, times the time elapsed since the celestial body passed its aphelion: this notion, naturally
aridsing in the theory of the central motions was defined in (4.9.31), where it was denoted /1 but setting
the origin at the perihelion (hence thhe two definitions di#er by %). On the basis of this definition one has,
therefore:

dl

dt
=

2%
T

l = 0 if * = 0 (Q.37)

The (Q.36) is an immediate consequence of this property of the average anomaly which makes it proportional
to the time elapsed since the passage through the aphelion. In the keplerian motion the latter time is
proposrtional to the area of the elliptic sector swept by the celestiooal body, hence the area swept between
Tp and tq is to the area of the elli[pse as the variation of the average anomaly is to 2%: i.e. the area swept
is %ab(lq ! lp)/2%. Since, obviously, the area of the triangle corresponding to the elliptic sector Spq is
tprq(sin )q ! )p)/2 the (Q.36) follows.
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The true problem is therefore to check the (Q.35), once the average anomlay is defioned via (Q.37).
Recalling (4.10.11),(4.10.12), one finds, using (Q.37):

dl

dt
=

2%
T

d*

dt
=

A

r2

dr

dt
= ± A

*
(("1

" ! ("1)(("1 ! ("1
+ )

(Q.38)

where (", (+ denote the distances of the perihelion and of the aphelion.
From the (4.10.16), and (4.10.18) one deduces the following relations between the areas constant A, the

period T , etc.:

1
2
A =

%ab

T
a =

(+ + ("
2

b =
'
(+("

e =
(+ ! ("
(+ + ("

(± = a(1 ± e) p =
b2

a
= a(1 ! e2)

(Q.39)

most of which have already been remarked in (Q.23). Hence the (Q.38) can be recast in the form:

dl

dt
=

2%
T

d*‘
dt

=
2%
T

ab

r2

dr

dt
= ± 2%ab

T

+
((+ ! r)(r ! (")

(+("r2
= ±2%a

T

)
a2e2 ! (r ! a)2

r

(Q.40)

which imply, by dividing between each other conveniently the above relations:

dl

d*
=

r2

ab
=

p2

ab

1
(1 ! e cos*)2

=
(1 ! e2)3/2

(1 ! e2 cos*)2
dl

dr
= ± r

a
)

a2e2 ! (r ! a)2
(Q.41)

It follows from the definition of the eccentric anomaly that r = a(1 + e cos .), and dr = !ae sin . d., so that:

dl

d.
= ± rae sin . d.

a
)

a2e2 ! (r ! a)2
= 1 + e cos . l = . + e sin . (Q.42)

and the final choice of the + sign is based on the remark that the average anomaly, the eccentric anomaly
and the true anomaly are simoultaneously increasing as one of them increasesd.

The (Q.35), Q.36) are therefore proved, and we have also fond a remarkable formula expressing in a
keplerian motion the mean anomaly in terms of the true anomaly: the first of (Q.42) gives in fact:

l = (1 ! e2)3/2

, !

0

d*!

(1 ! e cos*!)2
(Q.43)

which, however, will not be used directly here.
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27) (the gauss’ transformation) Let F be a map transforming a pair (P, Q) of numbers into (P !, Q!) defined
as follows.

Given (P, Q) consider the operations:
i) solution of the equation for (2:

a(2 = b +
c ! d

P
+ d(1 +

Q

2r2
2

) (Q.44)

ii) calculation of W via (Q.30), with (P, Q, W ) replacing (P̄ , Q̄, W̄ ).
iii) calculation of (1, (3 via (Q.31), with (P, Q, W ) replacing (P̄ , Q̄, W̄ )
iv) calculation of the elements via (Q.32),(Q.33).
v) calculation of the parameters 2fpq = )p ! )q and zpq via (Q.35),(Q.36)
vi) calculation of P !, Q! via:

P ! =
z23t12
z12t23

, Q! =
,t12,t23r2

2

r1r3z12z23 cos f12 cos f13 cos f23
(Q.45)

Check that, on the basis of the problems 22),23),26), that the analysis developed there can be interpreted
as proving that if one sets:

P =
n12

n23
, Q = (

n12 + n23

n12
! 1)2r3

2 , (Q.46)

where now npq and r2 are the true unknown values of the areas of the triangles Spq and of | &X2|, one has:

(P, Q) = F (P, Q) (Q.47)

at least if one neglects the time aberration, i.e. if one assumes that the time tq ! tp measured between the
observations p and q is the true value of the time interval between the times in which the celestial body
occupies the positions p and q, i.e. it can be confused with tq ! tp ! ((q ! (p)/c (see problem 11)),( hint:
check that (Q.44) becomes the first of (Q.15) if (P, Q) are as in (Q.46)).

Write a computer program realizing the map F defined above nd apply it to the computation of (P !, Q!)
in the case of the asteroid Juno using the data given above.

28) (gauss algorithm) the preceding problem shos that one has to solve (Q.47) as an equation on (P, Q).
We have seen that (P̄ , Q̄) is a good first approximation. It is therefore possible to improve it by ome

standard methods: the simplest is the iteration, another possibility is Newton’s method. Both were used by
Gauss in his boo. And both methods have the drawback that one does not know a priori if they will work
nor one can easily foretell (if at all possible) an estimate of the time neccessary to reach a given precision.
Very often they are used empirically and work if one has a good approximate solution as a starting point.
The methods may otherwise prove an inconclusive or lead to absurd results.

We limit ourselves here to the discussion of the naive iteration method.
Let P̄ = t13/t23 and Q̄ = ,t12,t23, see problem 24), and define:

(P0, Q0) = (P̄ , Q̄) (Pk, Qk) = F (Pk"1, Qk"1) k = 1, 2, . . . (Q.48)

and it is clear that if this makes sense for all k, i.e. if (Pk"1, Qk"1 is always in the domain of definition of F ,
then the limit of (Pk, Qk) as k ) " will be, if existing, one solution of the equation and the corresponding
data will give the ellipe elements and orbital parameters. Note that the domain of definition of F has not
been explicitly defined so far and consists of the set of pairs (P, Q) for which the calculations necessary
to evaluate F make sense, i.e. lead to the construction of an ellipse: recall that given three points and a
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focus there may be no ellipse passing through them; the whole theory can be easily adapted to the case of
hyperbolic or parabolic orbits.

In practice one can proceed by starting the iteration from any point (P0, Q0). Hwever if this initial point
is not close enough to the solution it may happen that (Pk, Qk) wonders out of the definition domain or has
some strange asymptotic motion: an undesirable evennt for our purposes.

The basic di$culty solved by Gauss was to find a method for determining in a rather simple way a first
approximation when one knows basically nothing about the asteroid distance; he also deviced the above
algorithm based on the iteration of a 2-dimensional map, which is remarkably e$cient. He showed the power
of his method by computing the orbit of the first known asteroid Ceres.

A warning: sometimes the above algorithm may lead to more than one solution as it may be that, even if
the original determination of the first approximation for (2 has a unique acceptable solution, the (Q.47) has
more than one fixed points. This could provoke also the unpleasant result tha modifications of the algorithm
may lead to di#erent final results. Unfortunately it is not easy to develop a general theory of the equation
(Q.46) and possible ambiguities have to be solved on an empirical basis.

Use the above scheme to find the elements of the orbit of Juno, on the basis of the data in problem 13).
29) (correction of time aberrations) The correction of the time aberrations (problem 11)) can be performed

by a small modification of the above iterative method, very easy to implement numerically. Define, if (P̄ , Q̄)
are as in problem 28):

(P0, Q0) =(P̄ , Q̄)

(P1, Q1) =F (P0, Q0)

. . .

(Pk+1, Qk+1) =Fk(Pk, Qk) k = 1, 2, . . .

(Q.49)

where Fk is obtained from F by replacing tpq in (Q.29) and (Q.45) with: t(k)
pq = tq ! tp ! (((k)

q ! ((k)
p )/c.

Check that this leads to the aberration correction. It is simple but it no longer allows to think that the
above procedure as an elegant map iteration problem. One could still interpret it as the iteration of a map
at the price of increasing the dimnsion of the space on which the map acts.

Apply the above correction to the elements of Juno.
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